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Energy minimizat ion considerations are used to est imate the s train tensor for 
pseudomorphic s tructures grown on a pat terned substrate.  We show tha t  if a 
mater ial  B is depo6ited below critical thickness in a hole of width  W in a substrate  
A the  s t ra in  is biaxial unless W < 50 ~ ,  when the s train becomes hydrostatic. For 
W > 50 ~ if the material  A is deposited on top of the layer B, as the thickness of A 
is increased, the lattice matched overlayer A gradually readjusts the s train causing 
the  s t ra in  in region B to change from biaxial to hydrostatic.  For reasonable film 
thickness we find t ha t  hydrostat ic s t ra in  can be produced for pat terns  with widths 
up to 0.3#m. Since the handgap changes considerably when the s train changes 
from biaxial to hydrostatic,  this  concept can be used to produce lateral variation 
in the bandgap  of heterostructures in single step epitaxy. 

Strained epitaxy has added another  exciting param- 
eter  to the band  tailoring a t ta inable  in heterostruc-  
tures. The  s t ra in  produced in the  usual s t ra ined epi- 
taxy is such t ha t  the  in-plane lattice constant  of the 
overlayer fits the subs t ra te  while the  perpendicular  lat- 
tice cons tant  responds via the Poisson effect leading to 
biaxial strain.  As shown in Fig. 1, it is difficult to ob- 
ta in  lateral variat ion of bandgap during single step epi- 
taxy in latt ice matched or strained epitaxy. Of course 
ex-situ methods  can be devised using li thographic *~ech- 
niques combined with regrowth to produce lateral vari- 
ations. These techniques are usually quite intricate and 
difficult to control. Lateral  variat ion would be part icu- 
larly advantageous in the  area of optical devices where 
it would then be possible to design sources, modula- 
tors and detectors responding to different wavelengths 
on the same chip. 

We examine the possibility of laterally modifying 
the  s t ra in  tensor via s t rained epitaxy on pa t te rned  sub- 
strates.  If the s t ra in  tensor  in the overlayer changes 
from one region of the subs t ra te  to another  in a con- 
trollable manner ,  the deformation potent ial  theory can 
then  be used to est imate the  range of lateral bandgap 
tailoring possible. We will examine the conditions un- 
der which the  s t ra in  tensor  can be modified from the 
usual biaxial kind produced in flat subs t ra te  epitaxy. 

For this we examine the growth of material  B in a hole 
of dimensions L and W on a subs t ra te  of mater ial  A as 
shown in Fig. 2(a). 

The misfit between the overlayer and the  subs t ra te  
is 

a A - -  a B e -- - -  where (1) 
a A  

Let as  ---- lattice constant  of the free overlayer. 
aA = lattice constant  of the substrate .  

For focus we assume aA < as  

The average force constants  of the  layers are C n ,  
C12, C44. We choose these constants  to have a value of 
12.0 x 1011 dynes /cm 2, 5.5 x 1011 dynes /cm 2 aud 5 x 
1011 dynes /cm 2 respectively. These represent typical 
values for semiconductors.  

We will focus only on the  material  B in the  hole 
and not on the remaining region of the  substrate .  We 
will assume tha t  the thickness dl of the mater ial  B is 
smaller t h a n  the  critical thickness so t ha t  no disloca- 
t ions are generated at  the overlayer subst ra te  interface. 
Let us consider the  energy of the system after deposi- 
t ion of mater ial  B and examine whether  the s t ra in  is 
biaxial or hydrostrat ic .  
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A schematic showing how in fiat substrate epi- 
taxy, it is difficult to obtain abrupt changes in 
lateral bandgap, while in strained epitaxy in pat- 
terned substrates, it may be possible to change 
the strain tensor from biaxial to hydrostatic. This 
could lead to devices on the same chip with vary- 
ing optical wavelength response. 

The general strain energy is given by 

1 = + d , )  + C12(e,,= cyz, + E = ~ Cl1(e2_= +Evv 

~,, , . .  + ~=E..) + c,,(d~ + ~,. + ~=.) (2) 

where "a" is the average lattice constant. 
We compare two cases as shown in Fig. 2(b). For 

the biaxial strain case the strain in the growth plane 
(x-y) is: 

Ez= = E = Ey v 

2C1= 
~'" - C .  E (3) 

Where c is the misf i t  between A and ]3. For purely 
biaxial strain the strain energy is 
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Figure 2 

A schematic for the various cases considered in 
the text: a) the patterned substrate with a hole 
of length L and width W; b) Two extreme strain 
conditions showing biaxial strain and hydrostatic 
strain after B has been deposited; c) After depo- 
sion of lattice matched overlayer A, the structure 
which was under biaxial strain (after deposition 
of B) could remain so, or could "pop out" to 
produce hydrostatic strain in the region B. We 
assume that the lattice constant of B is smaller 
than that  of A. 

2 
2C~2 X L W d  (4) 

E = E 2 ( C l l  -gy C 1 2  - C 1 1  ] 1 

However, clearly if the strain is biaxial, we will set 
dislocations at the edges of the "hole". Thus at the 
edges the strain will be close to hydrostatic to maintain 
the proper bonding. This will cause an excess strain 
given by the hydrostatic strain tensor (ez= = %u = e=, 
: E ; Eat, = Ey= = E z z  = 0 ) ,  

3 
E ~ (5611 -[- 3C12)E 2 (2Lldla + 2Wdla). (5) 

The total energy for the case a is then (after using 
the values of the force constants) 

E ~ 12.5e2LWdl -{- 69~2(Ldt -{- Wdl)a(lOZlergs). 
(6) 
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In contrast, for the case b, where the strain is hy- 
drostatic the strain energy is 

E ~ 34.5e2LWd, (lOnergs) (7) 

It is quite clear that  the case a has a lower energy 
unless W is of the order of a few lattice constants. For 
wider lines, the strain continues to be biaxial, except 
in the regions very close to the edges of the patterned 
hole. This places very severe contraints on changing 
the strain tensior from biaxial to hydrostatic. 

Let us now consider the case where a thickness d2 
of material A is deposited on top of the material B and 
W is > 10a. We show below that for small values of 
d2, it is favorable that  the overlayer A remain curved 
at a curvature determined by the biaxial strain in film 
B (left hand schematic of Fig. 2(c)). However, as the 
thickness d2 continues to increase, it is eventually fa- 
vorable for the entire film to "pop up" and become flat 
leading to a hydrostatic strain in the region B (right 
hand schematic of Fig. 2(c)). To establish the condi- 
tions for this to happen, we again examine the energy 
of the film near the patterned hole. The shear energy 
of the film A for the case where the film is curved as 
in the left hand schematic of Fig. 2(c) is; 

E.h.~. ~ //20 e~ d~'~ LWd2 (10nergs) 
w2 ] \ (8) 

for our choice of Cn,Cm, and C44. The shear is as- 
sumed to be 

dl 
2.0e ~ -  (9) 

For the film to "pop up" as shown in the right hand 
schematic of Fig. 2(c), the shear energy has to be larger 
than the excess energy needed to produce hydrostatic 
strain. This condition yields the result, 

L 
20e 2 d~d~ ~ > 34.5 e 2 x LWdl 

or roughly, 

W 2 < 0.6 did2 (10) 

Thus the growth of the lattice matched overlayer 
allows one to increase the width of the "hole" to values 
larger than 10a and obtain hydrostatic strain. For re- 
alistic overlayer thickness of < 5#m, and dl _< 200/~, 
we find that 

W < 0.3#m 

This condition is, of course, much more accessible 
than the earlier condition of 40-50 /~. In fact, submi- 

cron technology currently is capable of such linewidths. 
It must be noted that  in the above discussions we are 
assuming that the system is able to reach its energy 
minimum during growth. Of course, this will depend 
upon growth conditions since it is well known that  epi- 
taxial techniques can produce metastable states. How- 
ever, we also know that  for proper growth conditions 
(i.e. slow growth rates) the critical thickness theory 
based upon equilibrium conditions is quite applicable 
for dislocation generation where large kinetic barriers 
have to be overcome. Unlike dislocation generation 
during growth where mass movement within the crys- 
tal is required during growth, for the cases discussed 
above there is no such requirement on rearrangement 
of chemical bonds. This allows us to expect the above 
theory to be valid under normal epitaxy. The change 
of the strain tensor from biaxial on a fiat region to hy- 
drostatic in the patterned region (with W < 0.3/~m) 
can produce a large change in the bandgap of the ma- 
terial B. Notice that  W ~ 0.3#m will not produce any 
bandgap change due to quantization effects. Those ef- 
fects become important only if W ~ 200 A. 

An estimate of the bandgap changes can be easily 
made.~ -4 

The HH bandgap change is: 

AE,~ = -{a(e®® + ,,. + e..)+b~(,.. + %, _ 2,..)}(11) 

The LH bandgap change is: 

{ b - 2 e . . )  }(12) AE,~g = - a(e:: + e,, + e**) - ~(e.. + E,, 

Where a and b are deformation potentials consider- 
ing the two extremes of biaxial and hydrostatic strain 
we have 

{ (C11 -- C"~ 
Biaxial :  AEa~ ~ = - 2SEll k -C-l; f 

(el l  ~ _~012.~ 
+ bql  \ Cl1 ] } (13) 

A E , ~  = - -{2ae l l  ( Cll -~ C12~ 

{ c,, . 2c, q 
- b q l  \ Cn ] } (14) 

which are the usual conditions for strain induced bandgap 
effects for flat substrate epitaxy. The other extreme 
gives, 

Hydrostatic : AEg~ = -3aen (15) 
AE~g --- -3aen (16) 

To get a quantitative idea of the amount of lateral 
bandgap change possible through the lateral strain tai- 
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loring, we evaluate the changes for In0.2Gao.sAs, a com- 
position which has a 1.4% lattice mismatch with GaAs. 
The parameters used are a = 8.4 ev and b = -1.7 ev. s 

The effective bandgap changes by ~250 meV as the 
strain changes from biaxiai to hydrostatic. In addition, 
if the strained layer is incorporated in a quantum well, 
the quantization effect must be accounted for. This is 
not expected to vary much across the substrate since 
the total quantization effect is about an order of magni- 
tude smaller than the strain induced bandgap changes. 

The change in bandgap calculated above is very 
large and could be of great value if exploited in opto- 
electronic devices. It must be remembered, however, 
that it is calculated under the simplifying assumptions 
detailed in the paper. At present, little is known about 
the details of strained epitaxy in patterned substrates 
in terms of how the strain is accommodated. Our 
calculations indicate clearly that this area of strained 
epitaxy should be explored by experimentalists since 
it may provide a versatile technique for novel opto- 
electronic device design. However, careful experiments 
must be carried out to study the strain tensor and its 
lateral variation in patterned strained epitaxy. 
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